Hybrid Course Offerings!

Starting Fall 2018

Reduced Time in Class
Morning Classes: 10:00 AM - 12:30 PM
Afternoon Classes: 1:30 PM - 4:00 PM

Includes Both On-Campus and Online Learning
With added online learning time you will have more opportunity to work around your busy lifestyle.

Robust Course Discussions
Instructors will be able to provide personalized feedback in class based on your completed online work.

Most On-Campus Courses Will Now Be Offered in a Hybrid Format
The only exceptions are LAW and EDU classes due to external accreditation requirements.

When asked about the potential impact of hybrid courses, TAWC students said:

Now I only have to dedicate a couple of hours on campus. I have my Saturdays back!
-Cassandra D.

Less time in class means more time for family!
-Lauren M.
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